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Jan 5, 2020         Epiphany Sunday CycleA     Deacon Carl  

In today’s gospel we hear, once again, the story of the Three Wise 

Men. The Magi…from the East… have arrived to pay homage to 

the newborn king. We hear again— Thank you choir!!— the 

wonderful Christmas carol that describes them so well.  

  The presence of the Magi in the story of the birth of Christ, 

and their arrival in Bethlehem is fascinating because it give us 

another clue that this baby is way more than he appears to be. He 

is, of course,  “conceived by the holy Spirit, and born of the Virgin 

Mary” which is certainly enough to convince us of his Divinity, but 

the appearance of the Magi in the story at this time, helps to 

bring this event and this little baby to a different level. I would 

say to a universal level, or using another popular term these days

—a cosmic level. Yes! the appearance of the Three Wise Men in 

Bethlehem shows us that the birth of Christ is a cosmic event. Let 

me tell you what I mean.  

 The Magi, unlike most of us, were people who were solidly 

connected to all of the natural world in which they lived. For 
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them, their reality included not only their personal lives, their 

family lives and their communities, but it also included their 

experience with nature, their observations of nature, including 

what they perceived in the stars, the moon, the constellations. We 

could say they existed within a cosmology. They had an 

understanding and a connection with all of creation…..the entire 

universe…… and most importantly…… they understood their part in 

it. They understood that they had a role to play in this cosmic 

event, the nativity of our Lord.  

 A little background: scholars tell us these 3 men were from 

ancient Persia,—now Iran, Afghanistan and even parts of India. 

They were of the Zoroastrian religion, a religion which goes back 

as much as 2000 years before the birth of Christ. And they were 

astronomers, and/or astrologers; they studied the stars and 

planets and tried to derive meaning from those studies. And… 

there is some speculation they may have been exposed to the 

prophesies in the OT about the birth of Jesus. Including he the 

one we just heard from the prophet Isaiah: “For the wealth of 

nations shall be brought to you. Caravans of camels shall fill you, 
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dromedaries from Midian and Ephah; all from Sheba shall come 

bearing gold and frankincense, and proclaiming the praises of the 

LORD.  

 And from the Book of Psalms- our psalm today, Psalm 72: 

"The kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall pay tribute, and the 

kings of Arabia and Saba offer gifts." —-“…and may there be 

given to him gold from Arabia”. Aren’t those interesting pieces to 

the story? 

 Regardless, Regardless of whether the Magi’s know about 

these scriptures, their expertise as astronomers is what connects 

this gospel to what I want to say today.   

 For the Magi, the birth of Jesus was not just an earthly event, 

in their minds, it was not just the birth of a future king— it was 

cosmic event w/ universal significance. I’m saying this because… 

we understand, they learned of the Nativity of our Lord from their 

study of the stars. From watching the heavens. From observing 

the movements in the stars and the planets and constellations. 

And we understand…. they were guided by a star to the place of 

Christ’s birth.  
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 For this journey: the greatest purposeful event of their lives, 

they were guided by the heavens themselves, the firmament—

which for all culture and all time has been seen as the realm of 

God. God is tipping his hand to them, he is letting them in on this 

incredible event. Can you imagine having God show you a 

purpose like that in your life? 

 So it follows that the presence of Christ in our world also has 

cosmic significance. Through the Trinity Christ has a living 

connection with the whole universe and he has  purpose for all 

time. And that would be the transformation of all things……… and 

especially…….. the transformation of you and me.  

 This is established many times in the writings of Saint Paul. 

For example. in his letter to the Ephesians Paul writes, “God has 

made know to us, in all wisdom and insight, the mystery of the 

divine will, according to the divine purpose which God set forth in 

Christ as a plan for the fullness of time, to unite all things in 

Christ, things in heaven and things on earth.”  

  In Paul’s letter to the Colossians he writes, “In Christ 

were created all things in heaven and on earth; everything visible 
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and invisible.. Before anything was created, Christ existed, and 

Christ holds all things in unity’’ 

 In his letter to the Hebrews he writes, “Christ is the radiant 

light of God’s glory and the perfect copy of God’s nature, 

sustaining the universe by God’s powerful command.”  

 With this in mind, as we begin our New Year, let’s implore the 

Spirit for understanding and for guidance.  Let’s ask for the 

biggest, broadest, view of the purpose of Jesus Christ that we can 

imagine. And the understanding of how his purpose can line up 

with the purposes of our lives.  

 Let’s begin with a new respect for ourselves; and especially 

for our young people as they discern the purpose God has given 

them.  Let’s begin with a new respect for our families and for our 

communities big and small, because within them we will find the 

presence of Christ. Let us begin with a new respect for creation; 

for our common home the Earth in all its beauty, and with all her 

creatures that our Creator has place here with us. And let us 

begin with a new respect for the science of astronomy, and the 
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majestic images available for us to see,  from the space 

telescopes like the Hubble telescope.  

 Looking at those images we can begin to understand, we can 

begin see that it is God through Christ who holds all the 

universe together. And it is within God that we exist. And It is in 

His life, the Divine life of Christ, that we live and move and have 

our being.  


